ABSTRACT In this paper, we develop a model for the competitive relationship between cloud service providers and cloud brokers during the virtual machine (VM) placement. The model adopts the idea of a strategy game, in which the cloud service provider and all VMs are participants. First, we define the strategy for the participants in the strategy game model according to the difference between the number of physical resources provided by the provider, and that requested for the VMs by the brokers. Next, payment values between the providers and brokers are obtained from each strategy in the game matrix, which corresponds to the strategy set of VM placement. In addition, the Nash equilibrium solution of the current strategy game demonstrates the trade-off between reducing energy consumption and guaranteeing QoS. On the basis of this, the optimal VM placement scheme is obtained, and the ongoing VM consolidation is examined. Finally, a strategy-game-based VM consolidation (SG-VMC) method is proposed. The extensive experimental results show that the proposed SG-VMC method can significantly reduce energy consumption while guaranteeing QoS.
I. INTRODUCTION
In cloud data centers, after the cloud rental users and cloud service provider sign a service-level agreement (SLA), the cloud consumer has the right to a high quality of service (QoS) that satisfies the specified service level at all times. Usually, the cloud rental users will not be continually performing full-load tasks. If the data center always reserves sufficient physical resources for the cloud rental users to meet the corresponding SLA, the considerable waste of resources will surely negatively impact the cloud service provider's profits. With the development of virtualization technology, cloud data centers can dynamically allocate physical resources with respect to the task requirements and the existing SLA. However, this allocation scheme would then increase the risk that the provided QoS cannot meet the SLA. Therefore, the purpose of VM consolidation is to achieve an optimum balance between the profit of the cloud service provider and the QoS enjoyed by the cloud rental user
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As a general modeling tool, game theory [1] - [3] has been widely applied in areas such as management, economy, and computer science. Previous studies [2] - [4] created gametheory-based models for scheduling the resources of physical machines (PMs). In these studies, virtual resource management and VM consolidation are performed based on the presented game model, with the goal of reducing energy consumption and balancing the workload of PMs. Generally, VMs consolidation has to treat which VMs need to migrate and which PMs could be turned off first, then take account into the issue of VM placement. From this perspective, the VM placement can be regarded as a sub-issue of VMs consolidation. As for VM consolidation methods, existing works [5] - [9] , [11] , [13] , [19] - [21] , [24] considered that VM consolidation's objective is to achieve a balance between reducing energy consumption and guaranteeing QoS, i.e., the profit of the cloud service provider and the profit of the cloud consumers. Whether or not one can simultaneously optimize and balance the aforementioned two goals during VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ VM consolidation depends on whether the resources of PMs can be fully utilized during VM placement, and whether they have sufficient reserved resources to satisfy the requested resource from VMs. Obviously, the process of optimizing the balance between reducing energy consumption and guaranteeing QoS is essentially a game between the resource utilization of PMs and the satisfaction ratio for the requested resource of VMs. Essentially, reducing energy consumption and guaranteeing QoS are contradictory, competitive relationships. There is a trade-off between reducing energy consumption and guaranteeing QoS in data centers. To guarantee QoS, the PMs need to have sufficient resources to satisfy any requested resource from VMs. If too many physical resources are reserved, this can easily reduce resource utilization and increase energy consumption. In order to simultaneously improve energy efficiency and guarantee QoS during VM consolidation, a strategy-game-based VM placement (SGVMP) scheme and algorithm is proposed in this paper. First, the SGVMP algorithm models a game between the volume of the resources requested by VMs and the supply volume of physical resources, wherein the requested resources represent the service quality and the supply of physical resources represents the energy consumption of data centers. Next, we modified the first fit decreasing (FFD) algorithm [10] to search the corresponding VM placement scheme for each item of game strategies. Finally, the Nash equilibrium solution for the game matrix is obtained via payment function values of different VM placement schemes, i.e., optimizing the VM placement scheme. Further, subalgorithms, including host overload detection algorithm and under-loaded host detection algorithm, are developed and integrated to formulate the strategy-game-based VM consolidation (SG-VMC) method. Our major contributions can be summarized as follows.
(1) First, we note that VMs placement is essentially a process of virtual resource re-allocation and scheduling, wherein limited virtual resource scheduling and reallocation between Providers and Brokers is a game competition. (2) Then, the essence of the limited virtual resource scheduling and re-allocation during VM placement is abstracted as a strategic game. The developed game model explains the competitive relationship for the physical resource between the Providers and Brokers; (3) Next, in terms of the payment values of the strategy set yielded by the proposed game model, various VM placement schemes are validated and the optimum VM placement schemes is determined; (4) At last, the simulation results and their analytical comparison are performed to validate the proposed strategy game model and the corresponding SG-VMC method; the experimental results demonstrate the clear improvement of SG-VMC in terms of PDM, SLATAH, EC, VMMs and QoS.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Related works are introduced in section II. In section III, we describe the competition model between the provider and broker. In section IV, we derive the VM placement scheme based on the presented game model. The framework of the SG-VMC method and the detailed design of it are shown in section V. Promising experimental results are given in section VI, and from the effectiveness and efficiency perspective, some validations and comparisons are performed, which are followed by concluding remarks in section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
VM consolidation is one of the primary technical methods for virtual resource scheduling and management in cloud data centers. VM migration and VM placement are the core of VM consolidation. Host overload detection and VM placement are essential to resolve the benchmark question of ''where from and where to'' for migrated VMs. Host overload detection determines which source PMs are migrated VMs from, and VM placement searches the best placement scheme to find the destination PMs for the migrated VMs. Different sub-algorithms such as host overload detection, VM migration selection, and VMs placement can be combined to yield different VM consolidation methods. This style of methods is very effective in practice, although theoretically these methods cannot guarantee optimal results [11] . In this paper, we mainly address the phase-separating VM consolidation methods.
A. HOST OVERLOAD DETECTION
Host overload detection aims to find overloaded PMs or PMs with overloading risk. Determining the parameter that causes variable workload in host overload detection methods is often both critical and difficult. Adaptive heuristics for dynamic VM consolidation was proposed in previous works [5] , [12] . This method adaptively adjusts the threshold by analyzing the historic workload. Three overload detection methods [5] , [12] were proposed: median absolute deviation (MAD), interquartile range (IQR) and local regression (LR). In these methods, the demands of the requested resources in the next phase are guaranteed and service quality is improved. MAD and IQR calculate median absolute deviation and interquartile range, respectively, of recent CPU utility to measure the stability of the workload. Since worse stability leads to more violations of SLA, threshold will be lower in the moment, which leads to a wrong determination of overloaded PMs, along with larger variability and a lower mean for resource utility. Further, the MAD and IQR algorithms disregard the trend of recent workload variation. The result is that a PM with an unsteady workload always needs to reserve a large number of resources, which actually decreases resource utilization and increases energy consumption. LR uses local linear regression to predict CPU utilization, then proactively avoids host overloading according to the predicted value. The predicted value can make PMs avoid overload risk, but obtaining a precise prediction for the extensive value range of LR is difficult.
B. VM MIGRATION SELECTION
VM migration selection selects the VMs to be migrated during VM consolidation. To transfer the workload via VM migration from a PM with overloading risk, Beloglazov et al. [5] , [12] proposed three VM migration selection algorithms: Minimum Migration Time (MMT), Maximum Correlation (MC) and Random Selection (RS). By taking into account the influence of suspension service and suspension time of the migrating VMs, which further negatively impact the QoS, MMT preferred to migrate the VM with the minimum migration time. However, MMT did not effectively alleviate the overloading of physical resources. Therefore, a median migration time strategy was proposed, which preferentially migrated the VMs with the median migration time from all the VMs in the overloading PMs. However, it did not have enough consideration of the contribution of migrated VMs to relieve the overload of the PMs. Moreover, the impact of the migrated VMs on the remaining VMs was not considered.
C. VM PLACEMENT
Since an inappropriate VM placement scheme can easily increase energy consumption, reduce resource utilization, degrade QoS, and even cause new host overloading risk, efficient VM placement is critical for VM consolidation. The core of VM placement addresses live VM migration [13] , [14] . Mishra and Sahoo [15] treated this problem to be a multi-dimensional bin-packing problem and optimized the mapping relationship between VMs and PMs as specific optimization objectives via an improved genetic algorithm. Kaaouache and Bouamama [10] improved the first fit decreasing (FFD) algorithm and other intelligence optimization algorithms. Although both [10] and [15] focused on improving the resource utilization and QoS by optimizing the mapping relationship, they did not consider the dynamic scales of the up-allocating VMs and PMs, which easily incurs frequent VM migrations and constant on-off switches on PMs. To realize VM placement, Beloglazov et al. [12] proposed the power-aware best fit decreasing (PABFD) algorithm. First, the PABFD algorithm arranges the VMs in descending order based on resource demand. Then, the probability of each VM migration is evaluated, and a PM with a minimum increase in energy consumption after VM placement is selected as the migration destination. The PABFD algorithm allocates the migrated VMs to the destination PMs with high-energy efficiency; however, a reassessment of resource utilization and overload risk for the PM was not performed after VM migrations, which easily results in load imbalance. Melhem et al. [14] proposed a Markov prediction model to forecast the future load state of PMs. On the basis of the proposed model, a host overload detection algorithm and VM placement algorithm were developed to treat the issue of ''where from and where to'' for the living VM migration. However, with the increasing number of PMs and VMs in cloud data centers, the items of mapping relationship between VMs and PMs might grow explosively, which causing difficulties in obtaining an optimum VM placement scheme within a reasonable period of time. Alharbi et al. [16] formulate VM placement as a constrained combinatorial optimization problem and make use of the information from PM and VM profiles to minimize the total energy consumption of all running PMs. An Ant Colony System (ACS) embedded with new heuristics is presented for an energy-efficient solution. But it did not regard how to reserve resources of PMs to guarantee QoS.
D. VM CONSOLIDATION
VM consolidation primarily includes host overload detection, VM migration selection, VM placement, and running hosts shrinking [5] , [17] . Due to the complexity of VM consolidation, the task of consolidation was conducted by resolving the sub-problems. Through competitive ratio analysis, this type of method was very effective in practice according to the viewpoint in [11] , though it was unable to guarantee optimal results theoretically. So far, numerous studies [9] , [11] , [13] , [19] , [20] , [24] have addressed the VM consolidation involved in the different phases, and heuristic algorithms have been implemented for VM consolidation, owing to their outstanding performance in resolving the complex multiobjective optimization model. Telenyk et al. [21] proposed a VM placement method based simulated annealing algorithm. Aimed to improve QoS, reduce energy consumption and minimize the imbalance between each resource of the PMs. However, the presented SA-VMC method did not consider stochastic demands, which could result in overloading risk for further load imbalance. Hallawi et al. [18] studied the VM placement based on the idea of the fewer running PMs, the lower the energy consumption. The VM placement problem was abstracted as a bin-packing problem in order to minimizing both the number of running PMs and total resource wastage. However, the proposed COFFGA employs an FFD algorithm for VM placement, which easily results in imbalance of remain resource between PMs, causing frequent VM migration and resulting in the QoS being affected. Farahnakian et al. [9] proposed a VM consolidation method based on ant colony migration theory to minimize the total number of running PMs with the goal of reducing the frequency of VM migration (VMMs) to improve QoS. But the objective of minimizing VMMs easily causes host overloading risk, further increasing SLA violations. Yuan and Sun [22] proposed a VM consolidation algorithm based on the culture multiple-ant-colony algorithm. In this algorithm, VM of the low utilization physical machine consolidates into the more running physical machine according to the current resource situation, so as to reduce the number of working PMs. Sharma et al. [23] presented a failure-aware energy-efficient VM consolidation method is presented. It takes the reliability VOLUME 7, 2019 factor into consideration before consolidating the VMs in order to save energy in a failure prone cloud environment.
III. COMPETITION MODELS FOR SGVMP
Usually, energy consumption of data centers is directly related to physical resource utilization while physical resource reservation directly impacts QoS. In essence, this pair of contradictions competes for the idle resources of PMs in data centers, which coincides with the concept of a strategy game (SG) of game theory. On this basis, a competition model is developed to describe the VM placement scheme of deploying the virtual machine set
First, the game participants are defined (e.g., provider and broker). Considering that the complex resource allocation process in data centers is transparent to the cloud rental user, the computing tasks of the cloud rental user is divided into one or multiple items and assigned to different VMs to carry them out. To simplify the definition of the cloud rental user operation set, a broker role is defined to represent all cloud consumers. The broker is directly associated with all computing tasks in data centers, whose game purpose is to achieve the optimal QoS for all tasks, i.e., to ensure that when all VMs are executing tasks, there are sufficient physical resources to allow for stochastic requested resources from VMs.
Second, the probable behaviors of the participants, including those of provider and broker during VM placement, are analyzed to define the corresponding operation set. During VM placement, the provider provides physical resources to deploy the migrated VM. Different VM placement schemes correspond to different combinations of PMs. Based on the various combinations of PMs, a strategy set for the provider is obtained:
where strategy a p j signifies that the provider provides a set of hosts {h 1 , h 2 , · · · h n } to deploy the migrated VMs. Based on the resources requested by VMs, the broker requests the corresponding physical resources from the data center. Because the difference in the requested resource has a direct impact on QoS after VM placement, the requested resource is treated as a strategy of the broker, and a different resource request represents a different strategy. Therefore, the current requested resources of all VMs are represented as a set a b 0 = r 1,res , r 2,res , · · · , r i,res , · · · , r m,res , where r i,res = r i,cpu , r i,mem , r i,band is the current request of virtual machine v i on various resources (CPU, memory, and bandwidth). If c i,res represents the resource configuration of a virtual machine, then we have r i,res ≤ c i,res . Therefore, the capacity that can be assigned to each requested resource for a VM is represented as c i,res − r i,res . If the requested resources of all VMs are increased by a proportion p, this yields a new strategy set for the broker, which is represented as
requirement strategy is formulized as in formula. (2),
where K = 1/ρ and a b 0,i represent the requested resources of virtual machine v i in strategy a b 0 . Finally, the preferences between the provider and broker in the strategy set A = A p , A b are defined. Because it is difficult to directly determine the preference relations based on the strategy set of the two participants, a payment function is defined for the participants, to reflect the decision preferences for the decision-making process. When the provider and broker carry out corresponding operations, the data center arranges a group of PMs that provide physical resources to serve the VMs with explicit requested resources. Then, the VMs are deployed on these PMs. During this process, energy is consumed. Here, after VM placement, the QoS can be determined by analyzing the workload records on the current PMs. On this basis, the payment function of the provider is defined as the following formula (3),
where e j,k is the calculation result of strategy a is the CPU resource utilization of the current PMs; r i,cpu and C j,cpu is the same as that in formula. (2); and PM j is power function [17] , as shown in formula (4). In formula (4), the CPU resource utilization is divided evenly into p intervals like so:
When p is greater, energy consumption of PMs in each interval and CPU resource utilization are more linearly correlated.
where α i (i = 1, 2, . . . , p) is an approximate estimation parameter of the linear function during different intervals of energy consumption; 
Once a new VM is deployed on a PM, energy consumption changes accordingly. At this time, based on formula (3), the energy consumption for all running PMs under the current VM placement scheme can be incremented. When the payment function of the provider applies different strategies to different participants, the energy consumption of the different VM placement schemes can be achieved after considerable strategy. Based on the provider's competing objectives, the preference relation ''≥ p '' during the game process is defined as a
if and only if e j,k ≤ e j ,k . In contrast, the brokers focus on whether their QoS can be guaranteed. Generally, during VM consolidation, host overloading as well as the process and operations to alleviate host overloading risk are the direct reasons for QoS degradation. Therefore, it is feasible to reflect QoS as the statistical value of the host overloading probability on the current deployment relationship (e.g., the running PMs shown in the mapping matrix D). As a result, a detailed payment function of broker is defined as shown in formula (5),
where q i,k is calculated via the broker payment function F b under the game strategy a p j , a b k ; and the host overload probability P j over is calculated via the following formula (6),
Pr res R j,res ≤ C j,res (6) where Pr res is the probability distribution of the physically requested resources, which is obtained via normal distribution fitting of historical records of those resources. R j,res is the requested resource of the current PM. For example, given each resource such as CPU, mem and bandwidth, depending on their historical data trace, we can achieve a probability via Gaussian distribution respectively; then calculate their joint probability. If there is no bandwidth resource, only the joint probability of the other two resources is calculated. During VM placement, a lower overload probability means a more stable QoS. Therefore, the preference relation of the broker
Consequently, the VM placement scheme can be developed based on the above analyses and is summarized to yield a game model of VM placement for the cloud service provider and brokers, as shown in formula (7).
Furthermore, based on the solution for the game model, the VM placement scheme that optimizes and balances the energy consumption and QoS is successfully obtained. 
IV. VM PLACEMENT SCHEME BASED ON
In this section, the Nash equilibrium solution for the game model is discussed. On this basis, the VM placement scheme and algorithm are investigated further.
By analyzing the potential strategies that both sides of the game may adopt to, the Nash equilibrium solution of the strategy game aims to ensure that the participants can obtain a near-optimal solution. For a specific VM placement scheme, the Nash equilibrium solution indicates the VM deployment relationship that optimizes two objectives: reducing energy consumption and guaranteeing QoS. As for the provider, the optimal solution is that the provided physical resources just meet the requested resources of VMs without violating the SLA, and the direct result is a minimal waste of resources and a large income. Unfortunately, this is only an ideal situation. Because in many cases, the running PMs that have deployed VMs for the cloud rental users do not necessarily have sufficient reserved resources to cope with the randomly requested resources of VMs, which is likely to increase the risk of overloading and result in QoS degradation. It can be seen that such an extreme combination of strategies is very hard to implement in strategy games and is less likely to become the final Nash equilibrium solution. Therefore, according to the definition of the Nash equilibrium of strategy games, Nash equilibrium solutions for the Provider and Broker in the game model are represented as formula (8),
where (a p * , a b * ) is the optimal strategy. To illustrate the Nash equilibrium solution for game model in an intuitive manner, the operation combination strategies of participants discussed in section III are expressed in an alternative form-a game matrix, as shown in Fig. 1 .
Clearly, in a game matrix, each combination strategy represents a mapping relationship between VMs and PMs, and the game matrix contains all probable mapping relationships. Therefore, the Nash equilibrium solution process is proposed as follows. As shown in Fig. 1 , each column of the game matrix is the strategy of the broker, wherein the matrix element with the lowest payment function value for the provider can be identified. This element is the optimal reaction of the Provider-to-Broker strategy. In contrast, each row of the game matrix is the strategy of the provider. Correspondingly, the element in each row with the lowest payment function value for the broker can be identified. Once the optimum elements of a row and column coincide, this coincident item is the Nash equilibrium solution for the game model, i.e., the practical VM placement scheme.
In addition, to more quickly resolve the Nash equilibrium solution, the first fit decreasing (FFD) algorithm [10] is employed to search the mapping matrix D between VMs and PMs. Moreover, various resources of VMs are measured via formula (9) , and the requested resource of VMs is sorted according to its measurement.
The process of resolving the solution of the mapping matrix D between VMs and PMs is summarized as Algorithm 1. end for 10: end for Further, to find the physical resource allocation strategy that allows the participants (e.g., provider and broker) to achieve an optimal balance of their respective interestsi.e., to realize the optimum balance between reducing energy consumption and guaranteeing QoS-on the basis of Algorithm 1, the strategy-game-based VM placement (SGVMP) algorithm is proposed as shown in algorithm 2.
V. VM CONSOLIDATION METHOD A. MULTI-RESOURCE HOST OVERLOAD DETECTION
First, the probability distribution Pr res of various physical resources is obtained by fitting the historical resource utilization records using a normal distribution model. Then, the overload probability of various resources of PMs is obtained through the presented Pr res . Finally, the overloading threshold of each resource is determined according to the overload probability. The overloading threshold of each resource is calculated according to formula (10),
where T j,res is the upper boundary of resource usage in host h j ; s is known as the safety weight of the overloading threshold and is tuned to maximize resource utilization or guarantee QoS. During host overload detection, the utilization of 
end for 8: end for 9: for k = 0; k < K ; k + + // * Find the lowest pay function and store it 10: DList ← DList ∪ arg min DMatrix j,k e j,k , j = 1, 2, . . . , n 11: end for 12: for j = 0; j < n; j + + // * Search the coincide item in matrix for the participants 13: if DList contains arg min
D opt ← arg min
Convert D opt to Map host, vm ; break; 16: end if 17: end for any physical resource that exceeds the overloading threshold (e.g., u j,res > T j,res ) is regarded as being at risk of host overloading. To guarantee the service quality of data centers, all PMs with overloading risk should be successfully detected from the set H active of running PMs in data centers.
The above described Multi-resource Host Overload Detection (MHOD) algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 3. For a PM with overloading risk, the most effective alleviation method is to migrate some VMs out of it to decrease its resource utilization. To quickly and effectively mitigate the risk of host overloading, two possible criteria for migrating VMs are proposed: (1) the migrating VMs should be migrated as fast as possible to reduce the negative impact on QoS due to service suspension during living VM migration; and (2) after VM migration, the workload of PMs should be more stable. To meet the requirement of criterion (1), the current allocation volume of memory for the migrating VM is used as a measurement. Lower memory usage requires less migration time [5] , [12] and less VM service suspension time, which reduces the negative impact on QoS. The requirement of criterion (2) can be evaluated based on the host overloading probability after VM migration. When a selected VM is migrated, the overloading probability of the PM hosting is lower than that of the other VMs. This indicates that migrating the selected VM is more beneficial to stabilizing the workload of the PM.
Algorithm 3
The host overloading probability after VM migration is calculated via formula (11),
where Pr −mig res is the physical resource usage distribution after migrating virtual machine v mig from host h j .
Essentially, formula (11) addresses the multi-resource overloading probability. After migrating a selected VM from an overloaded PM, overload detection should continue to evaluate whether host overloading risk has been mitigated. If the current VM migration does not alleviate the host overloading risk, the VM selection and host overload detection should be repeated until host overloading risk is eliminated. Comprehensively, the above two items of VM migration selection criteria are formulized in equation (12),
where r mig,mem denotes the requested memory resource of the migrated virtual machine v mig , P
−mig
over (h j ) is shown in formula (11) . In fact, formula (12) preferentially selects the VMs that spend the least time migrating and minimize host overloading probability after VM migration, as the candidate set of the migrating VMs. Thus, formula (12) aims to guarantee QoS during ongoing VM consolidation in data centers.
The above process is summarized to obtain the QoS-aware VM selection (QVMS) algorithm. 
Algorithm 4 QoS-
end if 10: end for 11: end for 12: end while
D. UNDER-LOADED HOST DETECTION
Migrating and redeploying VMs deployed on underutilized PMs and turning off the under-loaded PMs can effectively improve resource utilization and reduce energy consumption of data centers. During the process of turning off the underloaded PMs, two problems should be resolved: (1) how to select the under-loaded PMs; and (2) where to redeploy the migrated VM. To address problem (1), the underutilized PMs must be in the running PMs set H active . Because the overloaded PMs in set H over has a relatively stable workload after VM migration, the overloaded PMs should not be a candidate for underutilized PMs. Additionally, the destination PMs in set H mig , that have just deployed the migrated VM during the previous cycle of VM consolidation, should also be excluded. Therefore, the candidate set of underutilized PMs is represented as H s = H active − H over −H mig , and the set of destination PMs for the migrating VMs is H sp = H active − H over . Further, the comprehensive resource utilizations of PMs in set H s are calculated via formula (13) , and the underutilized PMs are sorted in ascending order according to their comprehensive resource utilization.
The details of the Strategy-game-based Under-loaded Host Detection (SGUHD) algorithm are described in Algorithm 6. 
end if 10: end for
E. SG-VMC METHOD
The VM consolidation algorithm targets to search the proper destination PMs for the migrated VMs and turn off the under-loaded PMs to save energy, which is to ensure that all requested tasks in the data center can be carried out continuously. In section IV, the SGVMP algorithm was proposed. To apply SGVMP to the migrating VMs during VM placement, a more detailed setting for the SGVMP algorithm is required. The first is to determine the set V mig of VMs to be migrated, and process them according to formula (2) to yield the strategy set A b of the game participant broker; Next, re-determine the destination PMs set for the migrated VMs, the primary destination PMs for deploying the migrated VMs should be the running PMs of set H active , which is useful to avoid turning on extra hibernated PMs and thus reduces energy consumption of data centers. In addition, because the overloaded PMs H over have just performed VM migration to reduce the workload, they are unsuitable for deploying the new living migration VMs, i.e., they are no longer the destination PMs. Therefore, the proper destination PMs for the migrating VMs is H active −H over . Further, considering the backup destination PMs in terms of the backup hosts selection strategy in Part C of Section V, the final candidate destination PMs set is H a . H a acts as the input of the aforementioned SGVMP algorithm in section IV. Finally, the SGVMP algorithm is called again to obtain the optimum mapping relationship between VMs and PMs for VM placement:
At last, the aforementioned sub-algorithms, MHOD, QVMS, SGVMP and SGUHD, are integrated to yield the strategy-game-based VM consolidation (SG-VMC) method, as shown in Algorithm 7.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTIONS
The CloudSim toolkit [25] is employed to simulate and validate the SG-VMC method. In the experiments, a cloud data center with 800 PMs is created, and the detailed PM types are listed in Table 1 . In experiments, 4 types of VMs are created, as listed in Table 2 . To properly simulate multi-resource request and response in data centers, the experiments are based on 10-day records from the Bitbrains [26] 9-day trace of Alibaba cluster data [27] . Details of the data properties are listed in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively. After creating PM instances and VM instances on the CloudSim platform, the VMs are deployed to different PMs in a random manner.
For a thorough comparison and analysis of the effectiveness of the SG-VMC method, the typical host overload detection algorithms, such as ST, MAD, IQR, and LR [12] , and the VM selection algorithms MMT, RC, and MC [5] as well as the VM placement algorithm FFD are combined to yield 12 VM consolidation methods for experiment and comparison. Since ST, MAD, IQR, LR and MC are algorithms for single-resource VM consolidation, they are improved for multi-resource VM consolidation to make them suitable for simulations based on the Bitbrains trace and Alibaba cluster data. In addition, the appropriate parameters of the four host overload detection algorithms are defined as follows: the setting for MAD is 2.5; the setting for IQR is 1.5; the setting for LR is 1.2; and the setting for ST is 0.8; the parameters for the SG-VMC method are as follows: s = 0.8, T max j,res = 0.8. Additionally, this paper derives on the Base Model of Migration Performance [17] , [28] to perform ''live VM migration'' and simulate the variation of dirty pages in memory. Supposing D (in MB/s) denotes the dynamically changing dirty page memory rate, R (in MB/s) is the memory transmission rate and V mem represents the current size of VM memory during live VM migration, according to the model and adaptive data transmission rate strategy [17] , [28] , it satisfies D/V mem ∼ N (0.3, 0.1), so we set R = D + 100MB/s in the experiments.
B. RESULTS ANALYSIS 1) EVALUATION INDICES
In [12] , [17] , SLA violation time per active host (SLATAH), performance degradation due to migration (PDM), SLA violations (SLAV), energy consumption (EC), and energy and SLA violations (ESV) were utilized for performance valuation. And more, several others or improved indices are given as below, a) SLATAH, which measures the service quality of a running PM, is defined as
where violation j is the SLAV duration resulting from overloaded CPU resources for a host h j , j the running time of host h j , and n the number of PMs. b) PDM, given by (15) , reflects the extent of VM migration-related performance decline.
where R mig i denotes the size of unsatisfied demand for CPU resources as a result of the migration of a given virtual machine v i , R i the size of total demand for CPU resources from v i , and m the number of VMs. c) SLAV evaluates the QoS of a data center on a single day:
SLATAH, PDM, and SLAV are inversely proportional to QoS. d) The comprehensive evaluation index ESV, which is defined in formula (17) , reflects the energy consumption, VMMs, and service quality.
where EC indicates the energy consumption of a data center in a single day, which is determined according to formula (4) in section III. A low ESV value indicates that more energy is saved and guarantees the service quality of data centers. Table 5 and Table 6 compares the averages of the experimental results of the daily data trace using different VOLUME 7, 2019 algorithms in terms of four indexes, namely, EC, VMMs, SLAV and ESV respectively. As for the Bitbrains trace, with respect to the EC index, the proposed SG-VMC method is inferior only to the VM consolidation method with MAD as the host overload detection algorithm. The energy consumption of the MAD-related combination methods is only 0.6% higher than that of the SG-VMC method. Compared with other VM consolidation methods, the SG-VMC method saves approximately 2.5% to 7.7% energy. The reason is that the SG-VMC method reduces the waste of resources and to some extent improves the physical resource utilization due to the employed strategy game mechanism. In terms of the VMMs index, the SG-VMC method has an absolute advantage: compared with the other VM consolidation methods, the VMMs index reduces by 64.0% to 77.4%. The reasons for the significant reduction of VM migrations are as follows: on the one hand, the employed VM selection scheme in the SG-VMC method alleviates host overloading risk by migrating a few VMs. On the other hand, the SG-VMC method effectively reserves the physical resources and thus reduces the host overloading risk of the running PM. One advantage of the SG-VMC method is to stabilize the host workload, which is also reflected in the SLAV index. This substantial advantage proves the effectiveness of the SG-VMC method in improving QoS of data centers. The ESV index is the comprehensive performance of the energy consumption and QoS during ongoing VM consolidation. The SG-VMC method selects an optimization VM placement scheme that minimizes energy consumption and guarantees QoS via game analysis and thus obtains the optimal ESV performance. As for the Alibaba cluster data, all four evaluation indices of the SG-VMC method are prominent in all compared algorithms and are the best among them. The experimental results in Table 6 prove the effectiveness of the SG-VMC method on the one hand, and on the other hand also show that the concept of game-like competition is effective for the Alibaba cluster-like data trace, regardless of the fact that the requested memory resource is three times the requested CPU resource. The primary reason is that the competition of the strategy game mechanism between different resources is independent, with no relationships to one other. Fig. 2 compares various schemes in terms of PDM on Bitbrains trace and Alibaba cluster data respectively. Fig. 2(a) shows that the proposed SG-VMC method is significantly superior to the other compared algorithms in terms of the PDM index. This phenomenon results from the reduction of VM migrations in the SG-VMC method, which reduces the negative impact on QoS. This case has already been revealed by the VMMs index of the SG-VMC method shown in Table 5 , and it proves the effectiveness of the SG-VMC method from another perspective. Additionally, among the other VM consolidation methods, those that utilize LR algorithm as the method of host overload detection also have superior performance for PDM. This phenomenon is due to the successful forecasting of host overloading risk by the LR algorithm. Forecasting-results-based VM migration and the VM placement scheme effectively avoid host overloading risk and decrease the VM migrations. Similarly, the VMMs indexes in Table 5 show the effectiveness of LR algorithm. Fig. 2(b) shows the PDM metric on Alibaba cluster data, depending on the VMMs and memory capacity of the migrated VMs. The PDM metric of the SG-VMC, ST-MC, ST-MMT are similar and different from others. Although the total amount of VM migrations of the SG-VMC method is much smaller than that of the ST-MC and ST-MMT methods in Table 6 , the migration time of VMs becomes longer due to the larger memory of a single migration VM in Alibaba cluster data, so their PDM indices are approximate. Fig. 3 compares the SLA violation of all 12 combination methods. Fig. 3(a), 3(b) show the comparison results on the SLATAH index using Bitbrains trace and Alibaba cluster data respectively. We can see that, using Bitbrains trace and Alibaba cluster data, SG-VMC is the best. This result indicates the game model proposed in this paper effectively facilitates relieving host overloading risk of running PMs. The main reason for this, on the one hand, is that when the SG-VMC method selects the VM placement scheme, a successfully accurate prediction of host overloading risk not only guarantees the QoS of running PMs but also improves the workload stability of PMs. On the other hand, the SGVMP algorithm embedded in the SG-VMC method obtains an optimum VM placement scheme, and it decreases insignificant VM migration. Thus, it effectively guarantees QoS.
2) EFFECTIVENESS
The above analysis indicates that the proposed SG-VMC method is superior in terms of guaranteeing QoS compared with other VM consolidation methods. The correlation analysis of this phenomenon combined with relatively superior energy performance of the SG-VMC method implies that the SG-VMC can achieve a more balanced optimization between reducing energy consumption and guaranteeing QoS than that of the other compared algorithms.
3) EFFICIENCY
Usually, fewer running PMs implies a lower energy consumption in data centers. Fewer VM migrations means a lower negative impact on QoS, thereby guaranteeing QoS. Therefore, two validation metrics of the SG-VMC method-the number of running PMs and number of VM migrations-are compared and analyzed. Fig. 4 to Fig. 11 shows the results. In the graphs, different colored lines represent different algorithm combinations, and their corresponding relations are shown on the right hand side of the graph.
The number of running PMs indicates the energy consumption in data centers. Generally, more running PMs means a high energy consumption. Fig. 4 shows the variations in the running PMs for each combination method during ongoing VM consolidation. Because various VM consolidation methods have a similar number of running PMs, to further discriminate among them, Fig. 5 shows the detailed variations of the running PMs for each method after the 20th VM consolidation. As shown in Fig. 5 , the SG-VMC method has a number of running PMs that are similar to the other VM consolidation methods that use MAD as their host overload detection algorithm. Both have fewer running PMs, which is also the reason that the SG-VMC method and MAD-related VM consolidation methods in Table 5 are perfect in terms of energy consumption. Among the other VM consolidation methods, the VM consolidation method that utilizes ST for host overload detection always has inferior performance in terms of the reduction of the number of running PMs in data centers. Additionally, the QoS in Table 5 , Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 have no substantial improvement. This situation is due to the ST algorithm being unable to effectively predict the host overloading risk and being inferior to other methods in terms of its capability to save energy and guarantee QoS. Fig. 5 further displays the 20th to 288th cycle for detailed comparison. All of the VM consolidation methods have significant increases in terms of running PMs. However, the SG-VMC is the best one and has a more stable curve variation. This means that when the requested resource varies randomly, depending on the successfully accurate prediction of host overloading risk, SG-VMC effectively realizes the two optimization objectives, namely, reducing energy consumption and guaranteeing QoS, in a balanced way. Therefore, fewer running PMs and higher resource utilization are obtained. This result is also reflected in that after the 200th VM consolidation, SG-VMC has a more stable number of running PMs than that of the other compared algorithms.
Usually, the reduction of the number of running PMs during ongoing VM consolidation means that lower energy consumption in data centers, and single PM has the CPU resource utilization of it inevitably increases. Fig. 6 shows that the variation in the number of running PMs during all cycles of VMs consolidation. To further discriminate, Fig. 7 shows the detailed variations of the running PMs for each method after the 20th VM consolidation. Namely, Fig. 7 is a part of Fig. 6 . With all of the compared VM consolidation methods, the number of running PMs in data centers significantly decreases at the initial stage, especially that the SG-VMC has an absolute reduction, thus reducing energy consumption. The primary reason for this is due to the SG-VMC method achieving a fairly optimal VM placement scheme to perform live VM migration, and an relative balance between the goals of ''reducing energy consumption, guaranteeing QoS'' of VM consolidation. This is also supported by the experimental results in Table 6 , in which the four indices of SG-VMC are simultaneously lower than that of the other compared algorithms. The variation from the 20th to 288th cycle is further displayed in Fig. 7 for detailed comparison. As shown in Fig. 7 , in the initial stages, SG-VMC and the other compared combination methods have the similar changing trend for the number of running PMs. SG-VMC can also keep the number of running PMs near 20 during ongoing VM consolidation, which is clearly lower than those of the other compared algorithms, this situation is because the obtained optimal VM placement scheme by the SG-VMC algorithm and results in less live VM migration, thereby the energy consumption of SG-VMC is lower and a good QoS.
VMMs indicate the stability of QoS. Generally, more living VM migrations imply a lower QoS due to the migrating VMs having to suspend their service. Fig. 8 shows the variations of VM migrations during ongoing VM consolidation using Bitbrains trace. Fig. 8 displays the trend of changes from the first to 288th cycle. Fig. 9 is a part of Fig. 8 , which describes the variation trend from the 20th to 288th cycles of VM consolidation in detail. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show that the number of VMMs of the SG-VMC method decreases linearly and is significantly lower than that of the other compared VM consolidation methods. This phenomenon indicates that an optimal VM placement scheme is achieved by the proposed SGVMP algorithm in the proposed methods. The SG-VMC method obtains a competitive VM placement scheme and is capable of accurately predicting and successfully avoiding host overloading risk. As a result, the number of VMMs is reduced. Fig. 9 shows a detailed comparison of VM migrations for each VM consolidation method. In the remaining compared methods, the LR-related VM consolidation method also has fewer VM migrations than that of the remainder compared VM consolidation methods. However, the fluctuation amplitude of variation and the total amount of VMMs are still far greater than that of the SG-VMC method. Fig. 10 shows the variation of VM migrations during ongoing VM consolidations using Alibaba cluster data. Fig. 11 is partial of Fig. 10 for increasing discrimination in detail. Fig. 10 describes the change trend from the first to 288th cycle. Fig. 11 shows the variation trend from the 20th to 288th cycles during ongoing VM consolidation. As shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 , since many PMs have been turned off in the initial stage, a massive amount of VM migrations occurs. This situation illustrates that these compared methods perform well in the early stages of VM consolidation. As shown in Fig. 11 , after the 20th cycle of VM consolidation, the number of VM migrations incurred by the SG-VMC method in each cycle has obvious fluctuations. As for specific Alibaba cluster data, the increase of memory utilization is much faster than the increase of CPU utilization. This situation results in the SG-VMC algorithm getting stuck in a loop, where it first shrinks the amount of PMs to improve CPU resource utilization, and then has to increase the number of PMs to meet the requested memory resource as well as relieve host overloading risk. Consequently, the number of VMMs also fluctuates in such a loop. However, the number of VM migrations caused by the SG-VMC method at each cycle of VMs consolidation is the minimum among all the compared algorithms. Namely, the SG-VMC method obtains a promising performance. Additionally, the mapping relationship between PMs and VMs is better optimized by the presented SGVMP algorithm, resulting in the guarantee of good QoS.
Comparisons of the variations of running PMs and number of VM migrations further prove the efficiency of SG-VMC in terms of reducing energy consumption and guaranteeing QoS.
C. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In data centers, the provider and broker both try to maximize their own profit under the SLA constraint. They are competing with one another for limited physical resources. The idea of a strategy game has shown advantages for solving this problem. Unlike the statistical VM consolidation method that directly analyzes the workload of PMs, the SG-VMC method takes low energy consumption and low host overload probability as the participants' preferences in the decision preferences of the game matrix, so that the SG-VMC can optimally balance the multiple objectives of simultaneously reducing energy consumption and guaranteeing QoS by the final selected VM placement scheme.
By analyzing the competitive relationship between providers and broker during VM placement, a game model is created after the idea of a strategy game. The policy set for the providers and broker in the presented model is determined in terms of the difference between the provided amount of physical resources and the requested amount from VMs; the payment values of various strategies are utilized to validate the corresponding VM placement scheme; the final optimal VM placement scheme (i.e., the Nash equilibrium solution of the current strategy game) is obtained. Further, the proposed sub-algorithms, such as Multi-resource host overload detection method, VM selection algorithm, and under-loaded host detection algorithm, integrate and cooperate to perform the VM consolidation. Simulation results and their analytical comparison demonstrate the obvious improvement of SG-VMC in terms of PDM, SLATAH, EC, VMMs and QoS. The proposed algorithm also achieves an optimum balance between improving energy efficiency and guaranteeing QoS. Thus, its effectiveness and efficiency have been validated.
However, there are a few limitations that need to be further addressed in our future work. First, the physical resources and requested resources of VMs are incremented by a fixed ratio in SG-VMC, while this might not be the case in realworld data centers, so improving the proposed algorithm needs further study. Second, some other more optimal or intelligent algorithms should be given priority to develop or resolve the competing game models for VM placement. Finally, the current study only focuses on VM consolidation in a single data center. Thus, the consolidation of VMs among data centers should be studied to improve the QoS and energy efficiency and to adapt to the increasing demand for virtual resource management in large-scale data centers. 
